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(ABSTRACT)

The analysis of polar compounds has been studied by SFC using 100% CO2 or methanol

modified CO2 as the mobile phase. Both microbore packed and capillary columns are em-

ployed to separate the mixtures of steroids and agricultural compounds of various chemical

classes such as amides, sulfonamides and ureas. The highly deactivated and crosslinked

stationary phases used for both packed and capillary columns afford the elution of polar

analytes with 100% CO2 which in turn makes the on-line FT-IR detection of these analytes

feasible. The flow cell interface is employed which provides very low detection limits. Spectra

with high signal to noise ratio are obtained for the analytes with real time data acquisition.

Some polar and structurally similar triazine herbicides are separated using a gradient

mobile phase and a rapid separation of all the components with complete resolution is

achieved. The effect of flow rate, column outlet pressure and the temperature on resolution is

also studied for these analytes.

The performance of microbore packed and capillary columns is compared using polar

and nonvolatile solutes and the retention and resolution offered by both the columns are also

compared. Several van Deemter plots are generated at various constant operating densities

and temperatures. Also, the effect of density and temperature on efficiency and resolution is

studied for capillary column with split and splitless injection techniques. Several conclusions

regarding the favorable operating conditions in each case can be drawn based on the results

obtained here. V
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1.0 Chapter 1 : Introduction and Literature Review

1.1 Introduction

Supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) has become increasingly popular as an analyt-

ical technique over last decade. The properties of the supercritical fluid (SF) are Intermediate

between those of gases and Iiquids and hence the chromatographic properties of the super-

critical fluids are also intermediary. SFC bridges the gap between gas chromatography (GC)

and high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and the current applications illustrate that

it is complementary to both these methods. It can be employed to analyze thermally Iabile,

nonvolatile and high molecular weight compounds where GC cannot be applied. lt can be cou-

pled with most of the GC and HPLC detectors including sensitive and universal detectors such

as the flame ionization detector (FID). Also, the efflciency per unit time is higher in SFC than in

HPLC owing to the higher diffusivity and the lower viscosity of the SF mobile phase. These im-

portant physical properties of the SF are compared to those of gases and Iiquids in Table 1.

The lower viscosity ofthe mobile phase Ieads to a lower pressure drop across the column

which makes the use of longer columns possible yielding high efflciency per column. As the

density ofthe fluid is directly related to its solvating power, varying the density of the fluid, gives

Chapter 1 : Introduction and Literature Review 1



Table 1. Physlcal Propertles ot Gas, Supercritical Fluid and Liquid.

Physical Property of the Phase

phase Density D•l1usion Viscosity

(sm cm·=i (cm= sec·‘) tgm cm" sec")

Gas @1 atm, 21°C 10* 1O" 10*

Supercntical Fluid 0.3 · 08 10* · 10" 10" · 10*

Liquid 1 (10-5 10-2
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a range of solvating powers to attain the desired chromatographic separation. The analyte, as

in HPLC, interacts with both the stationary and the mobile phases, therefore, a higher selectivity

is achieved as compared to GC. The methods development in SFC is easier than in HPLC. Also,

interfacing to information rich detectors such as Mass spectrometer (MS) and Fourier Transform

lnfrared (FT-IR) spectrometer is easier with SFC than with HPLC. Because ofthe ease of solvent

elimination, the preparative scale work is also easier with SFC than with HPLC.

SFC, however, has its limitations due to the mobile phases available and the present

artifacts in instrumentation. Most of the protonated compounds possess very high critical

pressure and/or critical temperature. Due to their more accessible critical parameters, n-

alkanes, freons and CO2 are most commonly used as the mobile phases in SFC but the nonpolar

nature of these mobile phases limit their applications to nonpolar or moderately polar analytes.

Both packed and capillary columns have been successfully used in SFC but more deactivated

stationary phases, especially for packed columns, are desired which would minimize or elimi-

nate the adsorption of the polar analytes on the stationary phase which would lead to improved

chromatographic performance. Research involving improvements in instrumentation (e.g. in-

jection devices) is also required for SFC to be used as a routine analytical technique.

1.2 Research Objective

The application of SFC to compounds which are difficult to analyze by GC has been of

prime interest to the researchers. HPLC offers high selectivity but the analyte needs to possess

a chromophore for it to be detectable by a sensitive ultra-violet (UV) detector. The MS and FT—IR .

interfaces to HPLC are complicated and the most commonly used mobile phases cause inter-

ferences for the hyphenated techniques.

The major goals of this research effort were directed towards:

l
Chapter 1 : Introduction and Literature Review 3



1. Methods development for analysis of moderately polar compounds eluting with 100% CO,

from packed and capillary columns.

2. On-line FT-IR detection of the analytes for identification purposes.

3. Comparison of on-line SFC/FT-IR analysis with on-line HPLC/FT·lR analysis for the same

analytes.

4. Comparison of packed and capillary colunms for column efficiency, retention and resolution

achleved under the operating experimental parameters.

5. Separation of structurally similar analytes using gradient mobile phases in SFC.

Separation of a mixture of steroids on cyanopropyl bonded stationary phase using HPLC

and SFC modes is described in chapter two. An analytical scale column is used with liquid and

supercritical mobile phases and the efticiency offered by the column under different modes is

compared. Also, the spectra attained in two mobile phase media are compared to examine the

subtle differences in spectra, if any. SFC separations on packed and capillary columns are

compared at two temperatures using pressure gradient and the efticiency, selectivity and re-

solution offered by the columns in each case is evaluated. On-line FT-IR detection is performed

with both the separation modes.
4

Further applications of the tiow cell interface for FT-IR detection are presented in chapter

three. Mixtures of agricultural compounds of different classes are separated on packed or

capillary columns with 100% CO, mobile phase. Full infrared spectrum of each analyte is

achleved in the chromatographic time frame.

Chapter four deals with SFC separation of triazine herbicides using a gradient mobile

phase where the fiow of methanol is gradually increased in CO, and a rapid separation ofthese

structurally related compounds is attained.

Chapter 1 : Introduction and Literature Review 4



An attempt is made to compare the performance of packed and capillary columns in

chapter five. The normally used experimental parameters are chosen for each type of column

and van Deemter plots at various constant densities and temperatures are generated. Both split

and splitless injection devices are used with a capillary column and different results obtained

are presented. The effects of density and temperature on retention and resolution of the

analytes under study are also studied here.

1.3 Literature Review

The major classes of compounds of interest such as steroids, drugs of abuse, pharma-

ceutical products, agricultural and environmental compounds, food products etc. are polar and

nonvolatile therefore GC cannot be applied to the analysis ofthese samples without derivatizing

the analytes. However, GC has been used for some pesticides,‘·“ derivatized drugs‘·° and

derivatized sugars! HPLC has been a very popular technique for the analysis of polar, nonvol-

atile and high molecular weight compounds. Both reversed phase and normal phase HPLC

methods have been widely used for the analysis of samples such as food products,'·° drugs‘°*‘*

and pesticides.‘°-"

In recent years, numerous articles have appeared on the instrumental development in

SFCIS including injection devices,'°·‘° detection methods‘°·*° and restrictor fabrication.“·” Se-

veral technological challenges for injection Improvement, column preparation, development of

novel and stable stationary phases and restrictor reproducibility pose obstacles to the full

growth of SFC as a routine analytical technique? The potential of various detectors such as

MS, FT-IR, thermionic detector (TID) and inductively coupled plasma (ICP) interfaced to SFC has —

been demonstrated for specific appIications.2°·” Novel stationary phases have been synthesized

and have been reported for the analysis of structurally similar compounds like aromatic

hydrocarbons and for the separation of enantiomers.“°—°° The most commonly used mobile

Chapter 1 : Introduction and Literature Review
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phase, CO, is nonpolar and hence exhibits limited solubility to most of the polar compounds.

The mobile phase modifiers such as alcohols, dimethylsulfoxide, propylene carbonate,

methylene chloride and tetrahydrofuran have been investigated with packed columns and the

solvatochromic polarity of different modifiers was studied.°‘·°‘ Herbicides of moderate polarity

and molecular weight range were analyzed employing packed and capillary columns with and

without using modifiers respectivelyßi Capillary columns have a highly deactivated surface

which minimizes or completely eliminates the solute adsorption on the stationary phase and

hence do not usually require the mobile phase modifiers. Packed columns, on the other hand,

do have some residual silanol sites on the stationary phase and therefore need mobile phase

modifiers for elution of some polar compounds. The use of a mobile phase of high polarity such

as ammonia has also been demonstrated for polycyclic aromatics°° but the toxicity and the re-

active nature of ammonia limit its use as a mobile phase in SFC.

Various classes of polar compounds such as steroids, drugs of abuse, pharmaceuticals,

pesticides etc. have been analyzed by both packed and capillary columns. Rapid analysis of

several drugs of abuse was carried out on a 2.1 mm i.d. packed column using methanol modi-

fied CO, as the mobile phase. Two detectors, UV and MS, were used in series and the total ion

chromatograms obtained were used for the positive identification of the compounds.°° Deriva-

tives of oligo and polysaccharides containing upto 18 glucose units were resolved on a capillary

column and a degree of polymerization (DP) was assigned to the sugar derivatives. A silylated

polyglucose with a DP = 18 and molecular weight of 7000 was eluted with a 100% CO, mobile

phase.‘° Several derivatives of monosaccharides were analyzed on packed column with 100%

CO, and were detected by FT-IR." A mixture of thermally labile azo dyes was separated on a

capillary column a using an FlD.‘* A highly deactivated 25% biphenyl capillary column was used

for the elution of a derivatized polar penicillin antibiotic.‘°

Similar columns were used for analysis of fatty acids and triglycerides“·‘° and lipids.‘° Several

mixtures of free fatty acids were separated based on their carbon number on an analytical scale

column using on-line FT·lR detectlon." Capillary column SFC has been reported forthe analysis

of surfactants,*° polyols‘° and all<aIoids.‘° A mixture of an anti-malarial drug and related com-

Chapter 1 : Introduction and Literature Review 6



pounds was separated on a packed column using 0.3% formic acid in CO, as the mobile

phase? Mixtures of steroids, barbiturates and tetrahydrocannabiol with its metabolites were

analyzed on capillary columns? Both packed and capillary columns have been used for sepa-

ration of several ecdysteroids where a modifier was needed to elute the steroids from the an-

alytical scale packed column? Two mixtures of steroids and opiates were analyzed on a

capillary column under isobaric isoconfertic conditions using SFC and GC. The ion mobility

spectra were obtained in each case and comparable results were achieved by both these

techniques? An analytical scale column required 25% methanol modified CO, for the elution

of several ecdysteroids and the mass spectrum of each analyte was obtained using the

thermospray interface.? SFC/MS and SFC/MS/MS analysis of steroids was performed by

Hurst? and both the chemical ionization (Cl) and electron impact (El) spectra were generated

to gain structural information ofthe analytes. The analysis of several lipids and sterols has been

reported by several workers using a N,O mobile phase under isoconfertic conditions‘* and using

MS detection with CO, mobile phase?·°’ A packed capillary column with alcohol modified n-

hexane mobile phase was used to separate mixtures of both fat soluble and water soluble

vitamins and MS was used for their detection.?

The widespread use of pesticides in agriculture and horticulture involves the direct appli-

cation of these compounds to the environment. This class of compounds is therefore, of both

agricultural and environmental interest. Most of the pesticides are polar and thermally labile,

so GC can not be employed for their direct analysis and SFC has been widely used for their

analysis. A mixture of five pesticides and herbicides was separated on a capillary column with

a multi-channel UV detector and a full UV spectrum of each solute was achieved? Several

rotendicides were separated on an analytical scale column with 15% methanol modified CO, .

The analysis was completed in about five minutes and both CI and EI mass spectra were

achieved for the solutes? Nine pesticides and metabolites were separated on a capillary col-

umn in about 25 minutes. These temperature sensitive carbamates with no chromophores were

detected by FID and a high sensitivity was achieved.? MS has been successfully applied to the

SFC analysis of the pesticides since it provides very low detection limits and also Ieads to

Chapter 1 : Introduction and Literature Review 7



positive identification of the analytes. Mixtures of carbamates and organophosphorous pesti-

cides have been analyzed by both packed and capillary columns and the mass spectra are

achieved with detection limits in the range of nanogram (ng)."·°“ Flame Ionization Detector (FID)

is the most commonly used detector in SFC with both microbore and capillary columns as it

gives a universal response to all the organic compounds. Several reports have appeared where

FID was used for the detection of samples such as ergot alkaIoids“ and pesticides.’°·" Various

other classes of compounds such as fatty acidsiz pharmaceuticals and fat soluble vitamins’°

and pyrethrins" have been analyzed using a 100% CO, mobile phase. Metalloporphyrins have

been separated on an analytical scale packed columnis and on capillary column'° using alcohol

modified CO, as the mobile phase. Other metal containing compounds have been separated

on various different columns of 4.6 mm i.d. using modifiers."

lt is desirable to couple SFC to an information rich detector such as MS or FT-IR which

would provide the structural information about the sample. Both these detectors have been

successfully interfaced to SFC. However, the interfacing of FT-IR is constrained due to the

absorbance of most of the mobile phases used in mid-IR region. Also, FT-IR is relatively less

sensitive compared to the other commonly used detectors. There are two general approaches,

namely, the solvent ellmination and the flow cell interface for coupling FT-IR to SFC. Each of

these methods offer certain advantages over the other method. The solvent ellmination tech-

nique, which provides transmission or refiectance spectra, exhibits no interferences from the

mobile phase. A hard copy of the separation is achieved in this case and a large number of

scans can be collected, if needed, to achieve higher sensltivity. Detection limits in the nanogram

range are quite common with this interface. The fiow cell interface, on the other hand, is easier

and simpler to work with and offers a technique where data is collected in real time and the

transmission spectrum of the analyte can be stored versus time. Also, the volatile samples can

be analyzed using this method while they may be lost during the solvent evaporation in the Y

solvent ellmination method. Numerous applications of both types of interfaces have appeared

in literature for a variety of compounds."·°° Two articles by Jinno°‘ and by Taylor°° review and

compare both types of interfaces.

· Chapter 1 : Introduction and Literature Review 8



Supercritical fluid CO, absorbs strongly in two regions between 3475-3850
cm·‘

and

2040-2575
cm*‘

in the mid-IR region. These two regions therefore, are not available while using

the on-line flow cell interface. Also, the IR absorbance of- CO, increases with an increase in

pressure. Pressure programming is very common in SFC so the use of CO, causes a baseline

drift with on-line FT-IR detection. This artifact is removed by using Gram-Schmidt

orthogonalization with an augmented basis vector set to compensate this baseline drift with

pressure programmingßs The flow cell interface commercially available from Nicolet Instru-

ments (Madison, Wl) ls reported to provide detection limits in nanogram range for caffeine°' and

for methyl palmitate°° when capillary columns were used in each case with 100% CO, mobile

phase. Griffiths and co-workers°“ recently reported a minimum identification limit of 1.4 ng for

indole-3- acetic acid with solvent elimination which involves the condensation ofthe eluants in

a small area onto a moving substrate. The FT-IR interface thus provides detection limits com-

parable to the MS detection in addition to the full IR spectrum ofthe analyte. This aids in posi-

tive identification ofthe analytes along with the structural information.

The literature available on SFC presents the applications of this method to the analysis

of nonpolar and moderately polar compounds.An attempt is made here to develop the methods

for analysis of polar and nonvolatile analytes on both packed and capillary columns using 100%

CO, mobile phase. A flow cell approach is employed to perform on-line FT-IR detection and

complete infrared spectra of the analytes are attained in real time. When use of modifier is re-

quired to achieve chromatographic separation, a gradient mobile phase is employed which re-

sults in shorter analysis times and sharper peaks. Finally, data are presented to study the

controversial topic of the performance of packed vs capillary columns in SFC. Since SFC is

mainly applied to analyze polar and nonvolatile compounds, these experiments are carried out

with polar and nonvolatile probe solutes.

Chapter 1 : Introduction and Literature Review 9



2.0 Chapter 2 : NP-HPLC and SFC Separation of

Steroids with FT-IR Detection

2.1 Introduction

Adrenocorticosterones are an important class of steroidal hormones which are synthe-

sized by the cortex of adrenal glands. They intluence a large number of physiological organs

and in turn the metabolism of the body. The analysis of these steroids in biological fluids and

in pharmaceutical preparations is very important for both diagnostic purposes and for quality

control.

For past few years, hyphenated techniques have become increasingly popular. Various

spectroscopic methods such as mass spectrometry (MS), inductlvely coupled plasma (ICP),

nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and Fourier Transform infrared (FT-IR) have been coupled

with varying degrees of success to different chromatographic techniques such as GC and HPLC.

Supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) has emerged as a separation method with great po-

tential as its complements both GC and HPLC. HPLC has been the popular method for analysis

Chapter 2 : NP-HPLC and SFC Separation 01 Sterolds with FT·lR Detection , 10



of steroids employing both normal phase and reversed phase modes since GC cannot be ap-

plied directly to these nonvolatile and thermally Iabile analytes.‘°°*‘°‘

SFC has also been applied to the steroid analysis.‘*·"‘·°° A variable or fixed wavelength ul-

traviolet (UV) detector is used most commonly for HPLC while flame ionization detector (FID) is

the most popular detector used with SFC. Although both these detectors provide good sensi-

tivity and can be considered to give fairly universal response, both these are essentially non-

specific detectors. The information rich detectors such as MS and FT-IR are desired for positive

identification of the compounds. While interest in SFC/MS is justitiably keen, the problem of

mass transfer, insufficient ionization and variable conditions during density programming need

to be further addressed. In like manner, FT-IR detection has suffered from similar types of

problems albeit with considerably less initial financial investment.

Both HPLC and SFC have been successfully interfaced with FT-IR for analysis of a wide

range of compounds, both off·line and on-line. Similar approaches to interfacing have been

employed for both chromatographic techniques because the most commonly used mobile

phases in both the modes are not completely transparent in mid-IR region, thereby offering re-

duced IR transparency. The off·line detection requires elimination of the solvents from the

chromatographic effiuent before it is subjected to spectroscopic detection.”·’°·°° The on-line de-

tection involves a flow cell interface enabling the real time data acquisition."·°‘·‘°° Merits and

demerits of both these approaches have been discussed in several review articles°‘·°°·‘°° which

cover different aspects ofthese two techniques.

Several flow cell designs have been reported for SFC/ FT-IR work. High pressure CaF,’•

and ZnS°° flow cells have been developed for capillary columns. Two Iightpipe flow cells for

interfacing with packed columns have been reported.°° One of these cells (5 mm, 4 ;tL ) had

ZnSe windows and was gold coated to give maximum IR reflectivity; while the other flow cell

(10 mm, 8 pL ) had CaF, windows and was constructed to give a less tortuous path than the 5

mm pathlength cell for the column eftluent to prevent any loss of chromatographic resolution in

the flow cell. lnjected minimum detectable quantities in these studies were several hundred

nanograms for highly absorbing analytes. In addition the chromatography here was limited in

Chapter 2 : NP-HPLC and SFC Separation of Sterolds with FT-IR Detection 11



that constant supercritical CO2 conditions had to be employed since the infrared absorption

spectrum of CO2 changes with density.

Recently, Wieboldt and Hanna°° have presented a method for removing undesirable fea-

tures in chromatograms generated from FT-IR data by using Gram·Schmidt orthogonalization.

The procedure involves adding vectors containing the undesired information to the basis set

and recalculating the chromatogram with the augmented basis set. The technique allows den-

sity programming with minimal baseline drift and detection of minor chromatographic peaks

with no alteration ofthe original spectral data. Employing a prototype of high pressure flow cell

(5 mm, 1.4 pL ), the on-line detection of four chromatographed (capillary column) pesticides has

been demonstratedßg

ln this study we employ the flow cell approach as it allows real time data acquisition and

is mechanistically simpler than the solvent elimination approach. An in—house manufactured

flow cell for HPLC and the prototype of a commercially available SFC/FT-IR interface were used

to study the separation and identification of a mixture of steroids. Three columns of entirely

different dimensions, but of similar stationary phase were used to compare the separation and

resolution of the steroid mixture. An analytical scale column packed with conventional

cyanopropyl bonded silica and a microbore scale column packed with a crosslinked

cyanopropyl bonded phase silica DELTABONDTM were compared using the same mobile phase

in HPLC mode. Similarly, the packed microbore column previously described and a capillary

column coated with 25% cyano-25% phenyl-50% methylpolysiloxane were used to develop the

steroid separation with 100% supercritical CO2. The employment of the same microbore col-

umn for the steroid separation using both a liquid and a supercritical fluid mobile phases should

provide a valuable comparison of column efficiency and the resolving power between the two

chromatographic modes. Moreover, the use-of a small bore packed column and an open tubular

capillary column both with essentially the same stationary and mobile phases should give yet

another interesting comparison.

Chapter 2 : NP-HPLC and SFC Separation of Sterolds with FT-IR Detection 12



2.2 Experimental

2.2.1 Normal Phase HPLC

A Perkin-Elmer (Norwall<, CT) model Series 10 HPLC equipped with a fixed wavelength

(254 nm) UV detector with a 10 pL flow cell was used for development of separations on the

analytical scale and microbore columns. For these experiments, a 0.5 pL sample was injected

onto the column using a Rheodyne (Cotati, CA) injection valve. A 250 x 4.6 mm Spherisorb

(Alltech, Deerfield, lL) cyanopropyl column (5 pm particle size) and a DELTABONDTM

cyanopropyl bonded phase silica (5 pm particles) microbore column 100 x 1.0 mm i.d. (Keystone

Scientific, Bellefonte, PA) were used to develop the steroid separation. The same mobile phase

of 0.2% CD2OD in CDCI, was used for both the columns. Both CDCI, and CD,OD which had

99.8 atom % D and 99.5 atom % D, respectively, were purchased from Aldrich Chemical

Co.(Milwaukee, WI).

2.2.2 SFC

The same microbore column described earlier for the HPLC experiment was used to de-

velop the separation of the steroid mixture using 100% CO2 (Scott Specialty Gases,

Plumsteadville, PA) as the mobile phase. A Suprex (Pittsburgh, PA) model 200A supercritical

fluid chromatograph attached with an auxiliary fiame ionization detector was used for all sepa-

rations. A tapered restrictor manufactured in-house from a 50 pm i.d.capilIary tubing was em-

ployed for both types of columns. A 10 m long SB-Cyanopropyl~25 bonded fused silica capillary

column (Lee Scientific Co., Salt Lake City, UT) of 100 pm i.d. and 0.25 pm film thickness was
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used. Different pressure ramps were used to develop the separations on the packed and

capillary columns af an oven temperature of 60 °C and FID temperature of 375 °C.

The steroid separation was also achieved at 100 °C. For packed column, similar pressure

ramps were employed at both the temperature; while for capillary column, different pressure

gradients were used at each temperature to achieve a comparable separation. A 0.1 pL in-

jection loop (VaIco Instruments, Houston, TX) was used to introduce the sample onto the col-

umn. A direct injection was employed for the packed column, while a split (1:1) injection was

employed for the capillary column.

The detection limit studies for the SFC/FT·IR flow cell interface were performed on the

same cyanopropyl capillary column at 60 °C . The pressure in this case was programmed from

100 atm to 175 atm in 15 minutes and then to 400 atm in ne><t 5 minutes. Caffeine was the sub-

stance of choice due to its high absorbance in the IR region. An injection loop of 0.1 pL and a

split ratio of 1:1 was employed for this experiment.

2.2.3 FT-IR

All infrared spectra were obtained in real time at 8
cm·‘

resolution by collecting 1 file/sec.

Four scans were collected per sample file and eight scans were collected per background file.

The interferograms in each file were ratioed against a mobile phase background files. Standard

GC/FT-IR and SFC/FT-IR software (Nicolet Instruments, Madison, WI) were used to collect and

manipulate the spectrum of each component by HPLC and SFC separations, respectively. A

narrow band (MCT-A) detector was used for both chromatographic modes. For HPLC an In-

house manufactured flow cell of 0.45 mm effective pathlength and 0.33 pL cell volume with

CaF2 windows was used. A 620 beam condenser (Spectra Tech, Stamford, CT) was used to focus

(6X) the beam onto the flow cell. For SFC, a prototype of an SFC/FT-IR interface (Nicolet Instru-

ments, Madison, WI) was used which employs a highly polished stainless steel flow cell of 1.4

pL cell volume, 5 mm pathlength and 0.6 mm i.d.. The condensed (6:1) infrared beam was
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passed through the flow cell onto the MCT-A detector. The flow cell temperature was main-

tained at 33 °C.

2.3 Results and discussion

The major objective of this research effort was to demonstrate a new on~line SFC/FT-IR inter-

face and to study the separation of the same analytes on columns of different dimensions but

containing similar stationary phase by both liquid and supercritical fluid mobile phases.

The micro cell volume and negligible connecting tube volume prevented the loss of

chromatographic resolution and band broadening. Zero dead volume butt connectors were used

to connect both the column to the inlet transfer line and the post-detector restrictor to the cell

outlet. Thin capillaries of 25 pm i.d. were used for all interface connections. The column

effiuent, typically passed to the FT-IR flow cell from the SFC oven, then back to the oven, and

finally, to an auxiliary FID detector.

A study to determine the injected minimum detectable quantity (IMDQ) was performed

with the current interface. Strongly absorbing caffeine with a characteristic carbonyl stretch was

the analyte chosen for this study. Caffeine eluted with 100% CO, from the SB-cyanopropyl-25

column in approximately 17.5 minutes with a k' of 0.97. A wide range of quantities of caffeine

(125 ng, 50 ng, 12.5 ng, 5 ng and 2.5 ng) was injected and the absorbance ofthe intense carbonyl

peak was correlated with the amount injected.

A Gram-Schmidt Reconstruction (GSR) was obtained for each injection from which twelve

files were coadded across the caffeine peak to acquire the IR spectrum of greatest signal to

noise ratio. A representative GSR of 12.5 ng of injected caffeine is shown in Figure 1. The

lowest detection limit previously reported for an SFC/FT-IR interface was by the solvent elimi- I

nation technique" where a detection limit (approximately 60 scans) of about 11 ng for
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acenaphthaquinone was achieved. A detection limit of 270 ng was reported by Taylor et al.°‘ for

acetophenone using a less than optimized flow cell interface.

A plot of carbonyl peak absorbance vs the injected amount shown in Figure 2 indicates

Iinearity over several orders of magnitude with a correlation factor of 0.998. A signal to noise

(peak to peak + 50
cm·‘

from the reference peak) ofgreaterthan three was achieved for as low

as 2.5 ng injected as illustrated in Figure 3. The low IMDQ achieved here can be attributed to

various factors, such as improved optics, smaller flow cell volume, better match of detector area

and illuminated area, sharper chromatographic peak and better baseline correlation concerning

data manipulation.

This study of comparison of the HPLC and SFC separations was divided into four exper-

iments, each with a different column and/or mobile phase. A steroid mixture containing five

components served as the model mixture. For the HPLC/FT-IR interface an in-house manufac-

tured flow cell was used while for SFC/FT-IR interface, the flow cell employed for lMDQ study

was used. The cell dimensions, the cell volumes, the illuminated areas of the cells and other

optics were different for both these interfaces, therefore, a direct quantitative comparison of

sensitivity can not be made here. The main objective of this research work was to qualitatively

compare the separation of a mi><ture of steroids using a cyanopropyl stationary phase with both

a liquid and a supercritical fluid mobile phase. in addition, a comparison of packed and capillary

columns for this model mixture was possible under different operating conditions. On-line FT-IR

detection was performed in each case to show the potential ofthis technique for positive iden-

tification of the analyte and to determine if subtle spectral differences exist between spectra

obtained in the liquid phase vs supercritical fluid phase.

ln the first HPLC experiment, an analytical scale column was used. A fixed wavelength

UV detector (254 nm) was employed to develop the separation as shown in Figure 4. An

isocratic separation of five steroids was achieved using 0.2% CD,OD in CDCI, as the mobile

phase. The use of 100% CDCI, as a mobile phase did not yield a satisfactory separation, con-

sequently, a low percentage of modifier ( CD,OD ) was added to the mobile phase. Deuterated

solvents were preferred as mobile phases over their protonated counterparts since they offer
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spectral advantages for an HPLC/FT-IR interface.‘°’ Speciflcally, IR absorption for deuterated

solvents is shifted to lower wavenumbers as compared to their protonated counterparts thereby

allowing FT-IR detection of the analytes in a region which otherwise would have been blocked

by solvent absorption.

The same separation as previously described was performed with FT-IR detection and the

GSR is shown in Figure 5. The column eluent directly passes to the flow cell from the column

and real time data are acquired during the experiment. The use of the modifler does not seri-

ously reduce the solvent IR window any further than that of pure CDCI,. All five steroids used

for this study exhibited a unique carbonyl stretching vibrational mode.

The steroids eluted in the order: progesterone (P), 17-hydroxy- progesterone (17-OHP),

testosterone (T), corticosterone (C) and 11- deoxycortisol (11-DC). The order of elution can be

related to the number of hydroxyl groups present on the steroid molecule. Progesterone with

two carbonyl but no hydroxyl groups elutes flrst, followed by 17-OHP and testosterone with one

hydroxyl group each. A tertiary hydroxyl group is characteristic of 17-OHP and no doubt ac-

counts for its earlier elution than testosterone which has a less hindered secondary hydroxyl

group. The last two steroids (C and 11-DC) have two carbonyl and two hydroxyl groups, one

of which is a primary functionality in each case. The other hydroxyl group is secondary in the

case of corticosterone and tertiary in the case of 11-deoxycortisol. All five components were

completely resolved in in about 10 minutes by normal phase HPLC.

The next step was to carry out the same separation on a microbore column packed with

a cyanopropyl bonded sillca phase and the identical mobile phase. The separation was at-

tempted using a range of constant flow rates (50-100 ;4L /min.), but no separation of these

components was achieved with this mobile phase, even though all individual components eluted

from the column when injected separately. The highly deactivated nature of the crosslinked

DELTABOND"' cyanopropyl stationary phase utilized here compared to the conventional

cyanopropyl phase employed with the analytical scale column apparently rendered the column

too inactive to offer selective retention to the components of the mixture with our chosen HPLC

mobile phase. Spectroscopic resolution was expected at the leading and the tailing edges of
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the single broad IR peak, but due to the apparent coelution of the five components, very little

difference in the spectra was observed.

The DELTABONDW microbore column was then used with supercritical fluid CO2 as a

mobile phase. This solvent offers differential solubilities to the steroids and hence pressure

programming yields their separation with 100% CO2. Baseline resolution for progesterone,

testosterone and 17-hydroxyprogesterone was achieved while the steroids containing two

hydroxyl groups were not baseline resolved. An auxiliary FID was used in series with the FT-IR

detector. The chromatograms obtained using two different detectors compared well as seen in

Figure 6.

Baseline resolution was achieved for all five components of the mixture when the same

separation was tried on a much longer cyanopropyl capillary column with 100% CO2. The

analysis time was about 30 minutes in this case which was about twice the analysis time of the

packed column separation. The order of elution was the same as in the case of the packed

column separation. Chromatograms obtained with sequential FT—IR and FID detection were very

similar as shown in Figure 7. In spite of the extra transfer line connecting the two detectors,

peak widths were comparable for the two chromatograms.

As in the case of HPLC, progesterone eluted first followed by the two steroids with one

hydroxyl group, followed by the two steroids with two hydroxyl groups each. The order of elution

for the monohydroxy steroids and for dihydroxy steroids was reversed in SFC. Testosterone

eluted earlierthan 17-OHP and 11-DC eluted prior to corticosterone. The reversal of the elution

order among the steroids with one and two hydroxyl groups could be attributed to their differ-

ential solubilities in supercritical CO2 as opposed to different degrees of interaction by these

steroids with the stationary phase in HPLC.'°° Stahl and Quirin showed that the threshold pres-

sure of supercritical CO2 necessary to effect extraction increased as the number of hydroxyl and

carbonyl groups on the tetracyclic steroid structure increased.

The IR spectra of each steroid in both the liquid and supercritical phases match very well.

Due to complete absorption by CO2, two regions from 3850-3475 cm—‘ and 2575-2050
cm·‘

were

obscured employing the flow cell method. The spectrum of each separated steroid in both
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phases is shown in Figure 8- Figure 12. A high signal to noise ratio is achieved in both the

phases. The carbonyl stretching frequencies for all the steroids in both the phases are listed in

Table 2. All the steroids except testosterone possess two carbonyl groups. The conjugated

carbonyl stretching frequency occurs at a substantially lower wavenumber (around 1665
cm·‘)

as compared to the nonconjugated carbonyl stretching frequency (around 1705 cm·‘). The

spectrum of testosterone shows only one carbonyl band at 1663
cm·‘

owing to the conjugated

carbonyl group while the spectra of all other steroids show two carbonyl stretches around 1663

and 1705 cm·‘ in liquid medium. It was observed that the carbonyl bands shift slightly to higher

wavenumbers in the supercritical medium as compared to the liquid medium. Carbonyl groups

may participate in hydrogen bonding with the more polar liquid mobile phase, thus absorbing

at a lower wavenumber. Hydrogen bonding ofthe steroids with the nonpolar supercritical me-

dium should be less favorable. The liquid phase spectra also show hydroxyl stretching modes

while these can not be seen in the supercritical phase spectra. The use of deuterosolvents also

results in the partial exchange of hydrogen for deuterium which yields both O-H and O—D bands

around 3620 cm—‘ and 2650
cm*‘,

respectively. Corticosterone and 11-deoxycortisol show two

O-H and O-D bands due to the presence of two hydroxyl groups. Other major peaks around 2945

cm·‘
and 3060

cm·‘
arise from aliphatic C-H stretching. These band positions are not shifted

in the two media under study as they do not participate in hydrogen bonding.

SFC and HPLC compare well for the separation and resolution of the steroids except for

the difference in elution order. Unfortunately, a direct comparison can not be made between

these two separations even though the particle size of the packing material was identical. The

bonding chemistry both to the particle and to the silica base differed. Packing efticiencies be-

tween the 4.6 mm i.d. and 1.0 mm i.d. columns were also not similar. Furthermore, pressure

programming was employed in the SFC case while isocratic/isobaric parameters were charac-

teristic of the HPLC experiment. ln order to gain a more valid comparison, an SFC separation

of the steroids was developed with the 4.6 mm i.d. column on a 1082B Hewlett Packard

(Avondale, PA). The components failed to elute with 100% CO2 under isobaric conditions prob-

ably because the analytical scale column was too active. Employing 1.2% methanol-modified
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Table 2.

Carbcnyl Stretching Prequencies (c¤·l) for Steroids

Liquid Supercritical
Comggnent Phase Phase

Progestercne
”

1699 1711
1662 1684

17—hydroxy·progesterone 1703 1713
1662 1683

Testosterone 1663 1682

Corticosterone 1706 1712
1663 1682

11-Deoxycortisol 1708 1713
1663 1684
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CO2, however, gave a satisfactory isobaric separation. The order of elution was same as in the

other two SFC separations as shown in Figure 13. The testosterone peak was chosen for esti-

mating the column efficiency with HPLC and SFC modes. Table 3 shows the efficiency and

selectivity comparison for these two modes of separation.

Each separation was accomplished in such a way as to achieve comparable capacity factors.

The temperature was ambient and Ü °C for the HPLC and SFC separations, respectively. The

concentration of the mixture and injection volumes were identical. While SFC is generally

thought to provide more efficient separations per unit time compared to HPLC , one recognizes

from Table 3 that at essentially fixed time the efficiency of the column appears to be better in

the HPLC mode than in the SFC mode. A firm explanation of this phenomenon is not readily

apparent. Little work has been done regarding extra column variances in SFC and therein may

lie the explanation for this difference. On the other hand, neither experiment is carried out at

optimum linear velocity which is approximately 1.5 mm/sec for HPLC and 4.0 mm/sec for SFC.

For these experiments the estimates of linear velocity were 3.3 mm/sec for HPLC and 3.7

mm/sec for the SFC mode. Furthermore, the activity of the column with CD,OD / CDC/2 versus

CH,OH/ CO2 as the mobile phases may be different. Concerning the resolution of testosterone

and 17-hydroxyprogesterone, SFC affords better selectivity than HPLC with this particular

cyanopropyl column.

Currently the goal of most SFC separations is to employ pressure (density) gradients with

100% CO2 as the mobile phase in order to accommodate as many detectors as possible and to

achieve a separation in a reasonable amount oftime. Column efficiency calculations while using

pressure programming are rather misleading, but an attempt was made to investigate the per-

formance of both the 1.0 mm and 100 pm i.d. columns under operating conditions used in each

case. The separation was carried out on both columns at 60 °C (see Figures 6 and 7) and at 100

°C (see Figure 14) using pressure gradients so as to achieve comparable separation on the two

two columns.

The same pressure gradient could be used for the packed column at two temperatures while,

different pressure gradients were necessary for the capillary column. Based on the pressure

”
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Tabla 3. Comparison of Ellciency and Resolutlon for HPLC and SFC.

Comparison of Efficiency and Resolution Employinq Identical
Packed Columns Under HPLC and SPC Conditions

Segaration Mode Platesa lt; gb HETP gmm}

NP-HPLC 18,500 5.5 1.14 0.014
o.s• c¤3o¤/

99 . SI CDC13

SPC-Isobaric 11,400 4.9 2.10 0.022
1 . 2% CH3OH/CO2
a

Analyte
•

Testosterone; 250 x 4.6 mm, S um:

b
Spherisorb Cyanopropyl
Testosterone/17-hydroxyprogesterone
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Figure 13. SFC Separatlon 01 steroid mixture on an analytical scale column: Conditions: Columnz
Alltech cyanopropyl bonded 250 x 4.6 mm i.d. silica (5 um particle size); Mobile Phase:
1.2% CH,OH/ CO, at 40 °C, Flow Rate: 2.0 ml./min., Column Outlet Pressure: 4200 psi.
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programming rate, the pressure (and hence the density) required to elute testosterone in each

case was calculated. Table 4 lists the pertinent data at both 60 °C and 100 °C.

Naturally the capillary column offers the greater number of apparent plates since it is 100 times

longer. The mismatch in apparent plates, however, is just as great on a per meter basis but in

the opposite sense. The capillary column requires a higher pressure (and higher density) than

does the 1.0 mm column (0.88 vs 0.83 g/mL) for comparable resolution of testosterone/17-OHP

at 60 °C. Even though both columns are termed cyanopropyl, the two bonded phases are not

identical. The open tubular column is 25% cyano-25% phenyl-50% methylpolysiloxane;

whereas, the DELTABONDVM column is a highly crosslinked 100% cyanopropyl phase. The rel-

ative amounts of each phase per column is unknown.

lt is interesting to compare the efficiency these two columns for the elution oftestosterone

at different temperatures (see Table 4). At a higher temperature with approximately the same

pressure programming, elution should require a longer time since the density ofthe CO, mobile

phase will be less. This prediction would most Iikely hold if the vapor pressure of the analyte

is low as is expected to be the case for testosterone. As Table 4 attests, the capacity factor for

both the columns is increased (i.e. 4.8 to 7.5 for packed column and 1.4 to 2.4 for capillary col-

umn) about 60%. An intriguing point here, however, is the observation that the column effi-

ciency of the packed column is higher at the lower density while the capillary column offered

a higher efficiency at a higher density. This observation is in agreement with recent funda-

mental isoconfertic studies performed by our group‘°° with high boiling amides on a packed and

a capillary column. It was shown in this study that at lower density, a packed column offers

higher efticiency while, for a capillary column higher efficiency can be achieved at a higher

density. As in the current study, comparable resolution was achieved for a pair of steroids with

each column at both temperatures. These data also agree with our earlier conclusion that a

shorter (10 cm) packed column operating near the optimum linear velocity and a longer (10 m)

capillary column operating at linear velocities much greater than optimum offer apparently

comparable resolving power for relatively simple mixtures of nonvolatile polar analytes. For

more complex mixtures no doubt the capillary column should afford some signiücant advan-
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Table 4. Comparison of Packed and caplllary columne. .

Column Efficiency/Selectivity Compazisona

‘
Appazent Appazent Elution
P1ates/ P1ates/ Density

bColumn Temg. Column
a

Meter
c

gg[mL} gl g

DELTABONDTM Cyanopropyl 60°C 8,350 83,500 0.83 4.8 2.35
1.00 um X 1.0 um, 5 um 100°C 12,400 124,000 0.67 7.5

SB-Cyanopzopyl-25 60°C 55,000 5,500 0.88 1.4 2.33
10 m X 50 um 100°C 49,500 4,950 0.68 2.4

A
Analyte • Testosterone, 100\ , COb 2

C
Testostetone/17·hydr:oxyp:ogeeterone
Apparent efficiency, non·isobaric (nomisoconfertic)

3
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tages. Clearly, more carefully designed experiments should be performed in order to test the

generality of this notion.
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3.0 Chapter 3 : SFC/FT-IR of Agricultural

Compounds

3.1 Introduction

The agriculture and the horticulture industries use pesticides and herbicides extenslvely.

Since these compounds are directly applied to the environment, their analysis is of great im-

portance from both an agricultural and environmental point of view. Pesticides belong to various

different chemical classes which include carbamates, amides, triazines, ureas, uracils,

phenoxycarboxylic acids and organophosphorous compounds. Several amides and ureas also

act as precursors to sulfonylurea herbicides.

High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) has been used for the analysis of amides

and ureas because the nonvolatile and thermally labile nature ofthese compounds limit the use

of gas chromatography (GC) for their analysis. For example, several sulfonamides were sepa-

rated on an ACT-1 column using a gradient mobile phase containing water, acetonitrile and

tetrabutylammonium bromide with detection at 254 nm."° The residue analysis of phenylurea

herbicides has been performed on a reversed phase column after preconcentration of the trace
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amounts of herbicides was carried out using a solid-phase e><traction system. Both ultraviolet

(UV) and electrochemical detections were performed for this mixture.‘"—"° Urea herbicides have

been analyzed using a column switching technique."‘ A group of phenylurea herbicides has

also been detected by electron capture and UV detectors after their elution from a reversed

phase column.“° Since the nonvolatile ion-pairing reagents present in the mobile phase inter-

fered with their detection, a post-column extraction of the solutes in this case was necessary.

Coupling of packed capillary liquid chromatography to a mass selective detector has been re-

cently reported for urea and sulfonylurea herbicides.“° Specifically a mi><ture of urea herbicide

and its metabolites and a mixture of sulfonylureas were separated on an octadecyl fused silica

packed capillary column of 250 pm i.d. using a binary mixture of water and acetonitrile. Mass

spectra were obtained using a moving belt interface. Several urea derivatives have been fur-

ther analyzed by HPLC and detected at ppb level using electron capture detector."’·“'

Supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) offers several advantages over HPLC such as:

faster analysis, higher efüciency per unit time, more rapid methods development and ability to

use both GC and HPLC detectors. ln the past SFC has been partialiy successful for amide and

urea analysis using both packed and capillary columns. The amide study involved two polar

high molecular weight polymer additives which were separated on a methylpolysiloxane

capillary column individually using both CO, and N,O as the mobile phases. Two packed col-

umns were tried for these separations but the analytes were not eluted with 100% CO, mobile

phase.“° Several substituted sulfonamide antibiotics were separated on a capillary column

coated with 30% biphenyl stationary phase using 8% isopropanol modified CO, as the mobile

phase. The separation of the same mixture with modiüer was also attempted on both a

DELTABONDTM cyanopropyl and on an octadecyl packed column. The detection with both the

columns was performed by measuring UV absorbance ofthe eluted analytes. Both packed and

capillary column separations provided poor resolution. The use of 25% cyanopropylstationaryphase

on a capillary column eluted all tive antibiotics with the same mobile phase; however,

peak tailing was evident even in this case.‘2° ln another study, live sulfonamides were separated

on an analytical scale silica packed column with 15% methanol-modified CO2. The separation
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was achieved in about five minutes at a high operating pressure and a higher flow rate em-

ployed here as opposed to the previous study. Also, two alkaloids containing hydroxyl, carboxyl

and amide functionalities were separated on an analytical scale amino column using 20%

methoxyethanol modified CO, as the mobile phase. Both sulfonamide and alkaloid mixtures

were detected by UV and mass spectrometry (MS).“

Several thermally labile "urea—derived” herbicides and fungicides have been analyzed

using a combination of HPLC and both packed and capillary SFC. These compounds were eluted

with 100% CO, from a capillary column while a packed column required 4-8% methanol modi-

tier. Lower detection limits, faster analysis times and greater reproducibility were achieved on

the packed column as compared to the capillary columnsßl In another study, a mi><ture of urea

and carbamates was separated on a microbore octadecyl column. The use of 100% CO, re-

sulted in broad and tailing peaks with several components of the mixture unresolved while,

addition of 1% methanol to CO, resulted in an improved peak shape for all the compounds. MS

detection was able to identify each component including the poorly resolved or unresolved

peaks of the herbicides? Several agricultural compounds have been analyzed by SFC with the

use of different modifiers. Various mixtures of compounds such as benzamides, sulfonamides

and ureas were separated on packed columns and their retention behavior was studied using

different modifiers. A relationship was established between the modifier to be used and the

functional group present on the analyte molecule. This type of study is important since it in-

volves various pesticide precursors and it can be used as a guideline while analyzing the actual

pesticides.‘Z‘

In this study an attempt was made to develop the separation of various pesticide precur-

sors using 100% CO, in order that Fourier Transform Infrared (FT-IR) detection could be applied

for identification purposes. SFC has been successfully interfaced with FT-IR both on-line and

off-line.’°·°‘·°‘ Employing a prototype flow cell interface a detection limit of 2.5 ng (injected) was

achieved for caffeineßl With 100% CO,, FT-IR detection of these analytes provides most of the

IR spectrum of each eluted component. If concentrations of alcoholic modifier exceed 0.1%,

considerable IR information is lost due to extensive mobile phase absorbance. The research is
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divided Into three experiments based upon the chemical classes in each mixture: six ureas, six

benzamides and anilides, nine benzamides and sulfonamides. The anilides and positional

isomers of benzamides and sulfonamides were separated on a capillary column while the ureas

were separated on a packed column.

3.2 Experimental

3.2.1 Urea Mixture

A Suprex (Pittsburgh, PA) model 200A supercritical fluid chromatograph was used for this

experiment. A DELTABONDW cyanopropyl bonded silica column of 10 cm length, 1.0 mm i.d.

and 5 pm particle size (Keystone Scientific Inc., Bellefonte, PA) was used to develop the sepa-

ration. An oven temperature of 100 °C was maintained constant during the pressure pro-

grammed separation. A tapered in-house manufactured restrictor was used for this experiment.

FT·IR and tiame ionization detector (FID) detection were sequentially used; FT-IR (33 °C ), FID

(350 °C). A Valco injector of internal loop of 0.1 pL (VaIco Instruments, Houston, TX) was used

to Introduce the sample onto the column. The mixture of ureas was prepared in pesticide grade

mefhylene chloride at a concentration of 3 mg/mL. The same separation was tried on a Hewlett

Packard 1082B supercritical fiuid chromatograph using a 250 mm x 4.6 mm Spherisorb (Alltech

Associates, Deertield, IL) conventional cyanopropyl column (5 pm particle size) at 40 °C and

4200 psi inlet pressure. Previously mixed methanol modified (2%) CO, (Scott Specialty Gases, —

Plumsteadville, PA) was required at a flow rate of 3 mL/min for this experiment. UV detection

at 254 nm was utilized. An Injection of 1.0 pL (200 ng/pL/component) onto this column was

employed.
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3.2.2 Benzamide and anilide mixture

A Lee Scientific (Salt Lake City, UT) model 501 supercritical fiuid chromafograph was used

for this separation. A 10 m x 100 pm i.d. SB·cyanopropyI-25 fused silica capillary column (Lee

Scientific, Salt Lake City, UT) with film fhickness of 0.25 pm and a frit restrictor (50 pm) were

employed. Oven temperature was maintained constant at 100 °C. Detection was sequential

FT-IR/FID. The mixture was prepared in 1:1 HPLC grade methanol and pesticide grade

methylene chloride, 3 mg/mL/component. A splitless injection of 0.1 pL was employed.

3.2.3 Benzamide and sulfonamide mixture

The same Lee Scientific instrument, model 501, was used for the separation of positional

isomers of benzamides and sulfonamides. Two SB·cyanopropyI-25 fused silica columns of 10

m x 100 pm i.d. and 20 m x 50 pm i.d., respectively were initially used but with little success.

The separation, however, could be successfully achieved on a prototype

Naphthylethylbenzamide chiral column (Lee Scientific Co., Salt Lake City, UT) of 5 m length, 100

pm i.d. and 0.25 pm film fhickness. An oven temperature of 100 °C was again employed forthe

separation. A frit restrictor of 50 pm (Lee Scientific Co., Salt Lake City, UT) was used to main·

tain the system pressure. Injection and detection were as described above. This mixture was

prepared in HPLC grade methanol, 3 mg/mL/component.

All compounds were donated by Dr. M. E. McNaIly from the agricultural Division of E. I.

DuPont Co., Wilmington, DE.
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3.2.4 FT-IR

All SFC/FT-IR data were collected with a Nicolet (Madison, WI) 5SXC FT-IR spectrometer

equipped with a high pressure flow cell of 0.6 mm i.d., 5.0 mm pathlength and 1.4 pL cell volume.

All spectra were obtained at 8 cm·‘ resolution. The temperature of the stainless steel flow cell

was maintained at 33 °C. The condensed IR beam was passed through the flow cell and then

focused on an MCT detector. Data were acquired by collecting 1 file/sec in real time. Four scans

were collected per sample file and eight scans were collected per background file. The Nicolet

software was used to collect and process the data.

3.3 Results and Discussion

The principal goal of this work was to develop the separation of individual mixtures con-

taining (a) ureas, (b) benzamides and anilides and (c) positional isomers of benzamides and

sulfonamides and to detect them by on-line FT—IR. With this goal it was necessary to effect

separations with 100% CO, as the mobile phase since the presence of most modifiers in con-

centrations greater than 0.1% absorb a large fraction of incident IR radiation.

3.3.1 Ureas

Nearly baseline resolution was achieved for the six components in less than fifteen min-

utes with pressure programming as shown in Figure 15. The utilization of the highly deactivated

DELTABONDTM cyanopropyl stationary phase afforded elution of these materials with 100%

CO, even though these analytes are not expected to exhibit high solubility in supercritical
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CO2.‘“
Peak assignments are based upon both retention time comparisons with neat injections

and IR spectra matching. The IR spectra of all these solutes exhibit a high signal to noise ratio

as in Figure 16 even though a complete chromatographic resolution ofthe first two components

was not achieved. The amide carbonyl stretching band is present in each spectrum below 1700

cm·‘. Except for the first eluting compound, all five ureas have N-H functionality which can be

seen around 3475 cm·‘. Discontinuities in each spectrum correspond to CO2 absorption.

Spectra with excellent signal to noise were obtainedlconsidering that only 300 ng/component

were injected onto the column. The identification of these compounds no doubt could be ac-

complished if 30 ng/component had been injected. The order of elution cannot be rationalized

based upon a single factor. The availability of an N-H functionality may be important since the

first eluting component contains no N·H, the sixth component exhibits two N-H
’s

and those in

between have one N—H. On the other hand the elution order may be following the order of de-

creasing solubility in supercritical CO2. For example, tertiary amides such as

N‘,N-dimethylacetamide and N,N-diethylacetamide have been reported to be miscible in CO2 at

25 °C and approximately 1000 psi., whereas acetamide is only 1% (w/w) soluble and urea is

insoluble under the same conditions. Given these guidelines it seems reasonable that

N,N'-diphenylurea should elute last since it would be expected to be the least soluble in the

mobile phase and require the greatest elution density.

The same separation was carried out on a conventional analytica! scale column. The ac-

tive sites, free silanol groups, present on the stationary phase rendered this column very active.

The elution of none of these analytes could be achieved with 100% CO2. The use of a polar

moditier, 2% methanol-modiüed CO2, was necessary in order to achieve complete separation

of all the components as seen in Figure 17. The elution order was the same as in case of the

microbore DELTABONDTM column but the analysis time was reduced to about half. For this

separation all six components were baseline resolved.

“
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2. Dlmethylphenylurea
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Figure 15. GSR ol the urea mixture: Conditions: Columnc 100 mm x 1.0 mm i.d. DELTABONDW
cyanopropyl bonded silica column (5 pm Particle size); Mobile Phase: 100% CO, at 100°C.
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Figure 16. Stacked spectra 01 individual urea.
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Figure 17. Separation ol the urea mixture on analytlcal scale column.: Conditions: Columnz 250
mm x 4.6 mm i.d. Alltech cyanopropyl bonded silica column (5 um Particle size); Mobile
Phase: 2% methanol/CO2 at 40 °C, Flow Rate: 3 mL/min.
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3.3.2 Benzamides and Anilides

The mixture of substituted benzamides and acetanilides was separated on a 25%

cyanopropyl-25% phenyl-50% methyl polysiloxane stationary phase as shown in Figure 18.

Here again the order of elution may retiect differences in mobile phase solubility. Certainly the

trend in basicity of these amides can not be used to justify the retention pattern. For example

the benzamides should be less basic than acetanilides; yet, the latter consistently elutes before

the former in both the unsubstituted and the chloro—substituted case. Furthermore, no trend is

observed for primary, secondary etc. amines as was noted for the urea mixture.

The on-line spectrum of each analyte was achieved at 8
cm·‘

resolution. Each spectrum

shows a high signal to noise ratio (Figure 19). The N-H stretching vibrational mode for anilides

is observed around 3455 cm·‘; while, that for benzamides appears at a slightly lower

wavenumber (3420 cm·‘). The N-H stretch for the methyl substituted benzamide appears at the

highest wavenumber ( 3485 cm·‘). The carbonyl amide stretching band appears between

1680-1710
cm·‘

for these compounds. The nitro substituted compound exhibits symmetric and

assymetric O-N-O stretching bands around 1450 and 1550 cm·‘. The chloro substituted analytes

show a C-Cl stretch around 875
cm·‘.

lt would appear that given the high quality spectra ob-

tained here identification of benzamides and acetanilides in a complex matrix by this technique

is highly feasible.

3.3.3 Benzamides and Sulfonamides

A mixture of nine positional isomers of benzamides and sulfonamides was separated us-

ing 100% CO, as the mobile phase. The separation was tried on a packed cyanopropyl

DELTABONDW packed column but the polar compounds such as sulfonamides did not elute with

100% CO,. The separation was attempted on a 20 m long column containing 25%
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Figure 18. GSR of the mixture of benzamides and ani|ldes.: Conditions: Column: 10 m x 100 um
i.d., SB- cyanopropyI~25 capillary (0.25 um Film thickness); Mobile Phase: 100% CO2 at100 °C.
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Figure 19. Stacked spectra ol individual benzamide and anlllde.
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cyanopropyl-25% phenyl-50% methyl polysiloxane stationary phase but all the isomers were

not resolved on this stationary phase. An increased column length did not offer efticiency high

enough to separate all the isomers. The three isomers, p-chlorobenzenesulfonamide, m-

nitrobenzamide and o-nitrobenzamide coeluted even under isoconfertic condition at several

temperature that were tried. An amide stationary phase which became available (i.e. the pro-

totype chiral column) was successful in separating the various isomers as shown in Figure 20.

The synthesis of this novel stationary phase is described elsewhere°° and its application to the

analysis of derivatized amino acid isomers has been reported. The naphthylethylbenzamide

functionality is similar to a Pirkle 1-A type column which has been used for chiral HPLC sepa-

rations. While the 25% cyanopropyl phase allowed elution of each component In this mi><ture,

the amide stationary phase apparently offered better selectivity. The elution pattern is therefore

not solely determined by the differences in solubility but partitioning ofthe amide analytes Into

the amide stationary phase is a factor. A complete resolution was achieved for almost all the

components. Both FID and FT·lR separations were comparable and no loss in resolution was

noticed In the FID trace.

The nitro substituted isomers are retained less than their chloro substituted counterparts.

Also, the benzenesulfonamides exhibit a stronger interaction than the benzamides. Among the

ortho, meta and para positional isomers, the para isomer appears to Interact the strongest with

the stationary phase probably due to the fact that this isomer can more optimally align itself

with the stationary phase thereby resulting In a strong interaction. The stacked spectra ofall the

components of the mi><ture are shown in Figure 21. As before spectra exhibit a high signal to

noise ratio. Two N-H stretching bands (symmetric and asymmetric) corresponding to a primary

amide are seen in the spectrum around 3450
cm·‘.

The failure to see this doublet with

benzamides is probably due to the fact that one component of this stretching mode appears in .

the totally obscured region. The amide carbonyl stretching band is seen around 1700
cm·‘

in the

spectra of all the benzamides while, all the sulfonamides exhibit characteristic bands around

1350 and 1150 cm·‘. The chloro substituted analytes show a C—Cl stretch around 875 cmrl and
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Figure 20. GSR ol the mixture ol benzamides and sulfonamides.: Conditions: Column: 5 m x 100
um i.d.. Naphthylethylbenzamide capillary (0.25 pm Film thickness); Mobile Phase: 100%
CO2 at 100 °C.
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the nitro substituted analytes exhibit the asymmetric and the symmetric O-N-O stretches around

1550 and 1350 cm·‘, respectivelym

In conclusion, the separation of ureas, benzamides and sulfonamides can be easily per-

formed employing 100% CO2 as the mobile phase provided deactlvated polar stationary phases

are utilized. ln the absence of a polar modilier, on-line FT-IR detection can be readlly applied

for the identification of these high boiling analytes in real time. Based upon the excellent IR

spectra obtained with these model compounds in the supercritical medium at sub-microgram

levels, extension of this technology to more complex matrices in both a qualitative and a

quantitative sense appears feasible.

The packed column SFC method described here is unique in the sense that all the meth-

ods reported for the analysis of compounds of agricultural and environmental interest involve

the use of moditiers for their elution from packed columns. Both packed and capillary column

SFC methods shows the feasibility of elution of the compounds of moderate to high polarity with

100% CO2 as the mobile phase so that on-line FT-IR detection can be performed for positive

identification ofthe analytes.
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4.0 Chapter 4 : Analysis of Triazine Herbicides by

Gradient Mobile Phase SFC

4.1 Introduction

Triazines and triazoles are widely used as herbicides and fungicides. Several methods

have been developed for the analysis of triazines‘*‘·’2° by both GC and HPLC. GC with fiame

based detectors and coupled with spectroscopic detection have been employed for the volatile

components of triazines.‘Z'*‘°‘ HPLC methods on the other hand have been applied to the anal-

ysis of high molecular weight and thermally labile herbicides and metabolites.‘°°·"° Ultraviolet

(UV) and mass spectrometric (MS) detection with both positive and negative ion modes have

been used for triazine detection‘°”°° although positive ion thermospray MS detection appears

to be more common for LC efliuent containing triazines.‘°'·‘°°·"°

SFC has gained popularity for analysis of various classes of compounds of industrial in-

terest, specifically SFC/MS has been employed to analyze pesticides with a basic triazine

structure. In this regard six triazine derivatives have been separated on an analytica! scale

packed column with methanol modified CO, and the mass spectrum of each solute was
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achieved with a thermospray interface.‘“ ln another study a triazole fungicide metabolite was

separated by SFC on a capillary column with electron capture detection."2

None of the above mixtures of herbicides contained both triazine- and triazole- based

compounds, or very polar derivatives of either class of compounds. Our recent research has

been directed to the analysis of a mixture of various triazine and triazole derivatives,

Figure 22. The nonvolatile nature ofthese specific triazoles and triazines restrict their analysis

by GC. Since SFC offers certain advantages such as, faster analysis and higher resolution per

unit time over HPLC, SFC has been applied to the analysis of this mixture. Since several highly

polar components of our mi><ture did not elute with 100% CO, from either packed or capillary

columns, a modified gradient mobile phase has been employed for their elution from an ana-

Iytical scale packed column. The effect of increasing percent of polar modifier in SFC on the

elution and retention of fat soluble vitamins has been reportedm by Board et al. A mixture of

24 derivatized amino acids has also been separated using a gradient mobile phase of CO, and

methanol containing a base, tetramethylammonlum hydroxide. Nearly complete resolution of

22 derivatives was achieved in 15 minutes.l“ We describe herein the separation of our mixture

of herbicides, with a CO,-methanol gradient.

4.2 Experimental

A Hewlett Packard (Avondale, PA) 1082B liquid chromatograph modified for supercritical fiuids

was used to deliver CO, (Scott Specialty Gases, Plumsteadville, PA) to the system. This instru-

ment was equipped with an HP 79875 variable wavelength ultravlolet detector. A Suprex

(Pittsburgh, PA) model 200A micro LC syringe pump was used to deliver methanol (Fisher Sci- '

entific, Fairlawn, NJ). Methanol and CO, were dynamlcally introduced in a T—mixing chamber

(Lee Co., West Brook, CT) and the mixed mobile phase was then passed on to the column. A

back pressure regulator was used to maintain system pressure. A DELTABONDTM (Keystone
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Scientific Inc., Bellefonte, PA) crosslinked cyanopropyl bonded silica column of 25 cm length,

4.6 mm i.d. and 5 um particle slze was used to develop the separation. All triazine and triazole

based samples were purchased from Aldrich Chemicals Co., Inc. (Milwaukee, Wl). The Injection

solution had a concentration of 200 ng/pL of each component prepared in HPLC grade

methanoI.An Injection volume of 1.0 pL was employed.

4.3 Results and Discussion

The dual pump system employed In this study (shown in Figure 23.) is similar to that

described previousIy.‘“ A separation of the eight component mixture was unsuccessfully tried

on several analytical scale conventional columns packed with different stationary phases such

as amino, cyano and octadecyl under isocratic conditions. Various concentrations of methanol

and different temperatures were attempted to develop the separation. The complete separation

of all the components in the mixture was however achieved only using gradient elution. An

oven temperature of 60 °C and a flow rate of 2 mL/min of CO, on a highly deactivated

DELTABONDTM cyanopropyl column with an outlet pressure of 4000 psi was employed. The

percent methanol was increased to about 33% by the end of the chromatographic run as shown

in Figure 24with an analysis time of less than six minutes. Unsubstituted sym-triazine

(1,3,5-triazine) elutes first followed by the chloro substituted sym-triazines, Among these sub-

stituted triazines, the one with two propyl groups elutes before the analyte with one propyl and

one ethyl followed by the analyte with two ethyl groups. The two asym-triazines (1,2,4-triazines)

elute next followed by the two, thiol containing compounds. Throughout the separation the flow

of CO, was maintained constant while°the flow of methanol was gradually increased. The

baseline shifted slightly when the amount of methanol was increased beyond 33%.

The same separation was then carried out under exactly identical conditions but at a flow

rate of 4 mL/min, Figure 25. The flow of methanol in this case was also increased by a factor
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Figure 24. ä;;:1a:·1a;;¤;1o:f triazine mixture at a flow rate of 2 mUmin.: See Figure 22 for peak
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of two to achieve the same gradient as in the previous case. Both separations are quite com-

parable. The resolution between the closely related compounds, namely propazine, atrazine

and simazine, is slightly lost at a higher flow rate but the total analysis time is reduced by a

factor of two. The peak shape for component 8 has deteriorated somewhat at the higher flow

rate. A
The next goal was to develop the same separation at a different temperature and/or a

different pressure and study the effect of the changed parameters on resolution. lnitially the

experiment was performed at the same outlet pressure of 4000 psi as before but at a temper-

ature of 100 °C. The separation at the elevated temperature (2 mL/min) was very similar to that

achieved at the lower temperature as seen in Figure 26. Peak shapes and retention times were

almost identical in both the cases. The increase in temperature probably does not change the

density and the solvating power of the methanol modified mobile phase signiticantly thereby

having little effect on the separation. Next, the outlet pressure was reduced to 2000 psi with the

same gradient and the separation was carried out at 60 °C (Figure 27). Most ofthe components

are retained longer due to reduced density of the mobile phase, yet the resolution between

peaks is comparable to previously described separations. It is important to note that mobile

phase even with 2.4% of methanol in the initial stages of the separation is in the subcritical

phase. The sym and asym triazines in this case required higher percent (20 %) of methanol for

elution in this case. The elution of the most polar component of the mixture, trithiocyanuric

acid, is little affected by the changes in both temperature and pressure.

The addition of base, tetramethylammonium hydroxide, to methanol was found to have a

great effect on the gradient elution of acidic and basic PTH amino acids as reported previously

by Berger et aI.. The same base was added to methanol (0.001 M) and the separation of

triazines was attempted. The addition of base in this case was found to have a slightly negative -

effect on the elution in this case. Hexanol instead of methanol was also tried for the triazine

separation. The kinetics of mixing of CO, and hexanol was however found to be very slow with

our instrumental setup. The failure to achieve a homogeneously mixed mobile phase mani-
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and experimental parameters same as in Figure 24.
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fested itself in a very unstable and nolsy baseline probably due to air bubbles introduced into

the flow cell.

ln summary it can be concluded from these experiments that little apparent loss in resol-

ution occurs with a 100% increase in flow rate. Further if a high pressure is maintained, the

separation under subcritical conditions is quite comparable to the separation achieved under

supercritical conditions.

Little chromatography literature is available for asym~triazine and triazole derivatives.

Most of these compounds are high boiling, therefore GC cannot be used for their analysis. High

temperature GC has been employed for analysis of sym-triazine derivatives. Both normal phase

and reversed phase HPLC methods have been used to analyze these herbicides. SFC, on the

other hand, offers certain advantages, such as high solute diffusivity and high resolution per unit

time, over HPLC and hence can be employed for analysis of these polar herbicides using gra-

dient elution as shown above. HPLC and gradient elution SFC are comparable in terms of re-

solution and analysis times. Gradient elution, where higher percent of polar modilier is used,

bridges SFC and HPLC and leads to faster analysis. Also, higher mobile phase flow rates reduce

the analysis time drastically, thereby making this technique suitable for routine analysis.
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5.0 Chapter 5 : Efüciency of Packed and Capillary

Columns

5.1 Introduction

Supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) has become increasingly popular as an analyt-

ical technique for past couple of years, mainly because of its potential for the analysis of non-

volatile, thermally labile and high molecular weight compounds. The favorable properties of a

supercritical fluid, such as its higher density as compared to a gas and higher diffusivity and

lower viscosity as compared to that of a liquid, make it a mobile phase with desirable

chromatographic properties.“° SFC can be applied to the compounds where gas

chromatography (GC) cannot be confidently used. SFC offers higher efüciency per unit time than

high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and is compatible with the commonly used

GC and HPLC detectors. SFC is also equally amenable to both packed and capillary columns.
”

While many workers have extolled the virtues of both types of columns for SFC, exper-

imental comparisons are generally Iacking, wherein typical operating conditions and identical

parameters (where feasible) are employed. Schwartz et al., however, have made an excellent
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comparison of these two types of columns based on theoretical considerations.'“ Figure 28

shows theoretically generated van Deemter curves from this study for both packed and capillary

columns. Three molecules (A, B, C) of different molecular weight were chosen as models to

generate these plots. The smallest molecule (A) was assumed to have molecular weight of 78

amu; the intermediate molecule (B) with molecular weight of 500 amu and the largest molecule

(C) with a molecular weight of 2000 amu. A capacity factor of 2 was assumed for all three mol-

ecules on both types of columns. To achieve the same capacity factor, a low density of 0.28

g/mL, an intermediate density of 0.54 g/mL and a high density of 0.79 g/mL were assumed to

be required to elute the small-intermediate-large molecules, respectively. lt is evident from the

plots that there is an optimum mobile phase linear velocity where the efticiency ofthe column

is the greatest. At linear velocities higher than optimum, the efticiency ofthe column decreases.

This effect of higher linear velocity on column efüciency was predicted to be more pronounced

for larger molecules due to their higher elution density than for smaller molecules. Also, for the

same typical molecule, a capillary column of internal diameter of 50 um was suggested to show

more dramatic increase in plate height (HETP) at increased linear velocities while a packed

column was predicted to be more tolerant of increases in linear velocity of the mobile phase.

This implies that higher working linear velocities can be used for a packed column without

signiticant loss of efticiency, which ultimately leads to faster analysis times provided suftlcient

resolution is available. For both types of columns, the highest density gave a decreased column

efficiency for most linear velocities. In terms of total column efticiency, naturally capillary col-

umns can be made longer and give a greater number of total plates than a packed column even

at higher linear velocities.

Several researchers have studied the effect of various experimental parameters on (a)

column efüciency, (b) resolution achieved for two analytes and (c) retention of the analyte for

a chosen column. Sie et. al. studied the retention of alkanes using gaseous and supercritical

fluid n-pentane as the mobile phase and it was discovered that the supercritical fluid was ob-

viously a better solvent than its gaseous counterpart and much lower k' values were obtained

under supercritical conditions."’-‘“ Also, the authors compared efticiency of a packed column
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Figure 28. Theoretical van Deemter plots for packed and capillary c¤|umns.: (From Ref. 146).
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(6 mm i.d.) with liquid and supercritical n-pentane. The higher efficiency achieved using the

supercritical fluid mobile phase was attributed to the lower viscosity and higher diffusivity ofthe

supercritical fluid mobile phase as compared to the liquid mobile phase. Mathematical treat-

ment ofthe influence of capillary column internal diameter, stationary phase film thickness and

injector - detector - connecting tubing volumes has been reported by Peaden and Lee.“° The

fundamentals of capillary column performance and van Deemter plots for alkanes using n-

butane mobile phase have been published by Novotny·et. al..‘°°·’°‘ They used uncoated columns

to obtain fundamental information on diffusion coefficient for a non-retained solute. Capillary

columns of different radii were compared to show that the column with a lower internal diameter

offers higher efficiency. For a coated column, the efficiency was shown to decrease as the mo-

lecular weight and hence the solute retention increased when hydrocarbons were used as

analytesßäz

Randall compared van Deemter curves obtained experimentally with packed and capillary

columns using hydrocarbon analytesm and 100% CO, as the mobile phase. The curves matched

well to those predicted based on theoretical calcuIations."° Randall also showed that capillary

SFC and GC offer comparable column efüciencies at optimum linear velocity but high linear

velocities could be employed for GC as compared to SFC. Packed column SFC was also stated

to afford high efficiency at higher linear velocities than those velocities commonly employed for

capillary SFC. A capillary column was in addition stated to offer higher efficiency for a smaller

analyte molecule as compared to a larger analyte molecule. Gere et. al. obtained van Deemter

plots for analytical scale columns packed with different particle size material using hydrocarbon

analytes. It was illustrated that higher column efficiency and increased optimum linear velocity

are realized as the particle diameter decreases.‘“ A modified van Deemter equation has been

proposed to show the dependance of reduced plate height (h) on reduced linear velocity with

an analytical scale packed column using aromatic hydrocarbons as the analytes.‘°° The modified
W

equation accounts for the density drop in the column which was stated to lead to peak broad-

ening and can be used when the compressibility of the mobile phase cannot be neglected.
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From this brief review, it appears that the literature available on the fundamental studies

of column performance in SFC deals with nonpolar and/or volatile solutes as the analytes. Since

SFC is more uniquely applicable to the analysis of polar_and nonvolatile compounds where GC

can not always be applied, fundamental studies in SFC using polar analytes seemed appropri-

ate. In our Iaboratory we have extended this technique to analytes such as sugars, steroids,

pharmaceuticals and compounds of agricultural and environmental interest. A study involving

efticiency, retention and resolving power of both packed and capillary columns was undertaken

and results obtained are presented here.

5.2 Experimental r

5.2.1 lnsfrumentation

A Suprex (Pittsburgh, PA) model 200A supercritical fluid chromatograph with flame

ionization detector (FID) was used for both packed and capillary columns. The mobile phase

was 100% CO, (Scott Specialty Gases, Plumsteadville, PA). Samples were injected onto each

column through a 100 nL internal loop injection valve (Valco Instruments, Houston, TX).

A 100 x 1.0 mm DEL.TABOND’^' cyanopropyl column (Keystone Scientific, Bellefonte, PA)

packed with 5 pm particle size material and a capillary column of SB·cyanopropyI-25 (i.e. 25%

cyanopropyl- 25% phenyl- 50% methyl polysiloxane) fused silica (10 m x 100 pm) with a film

thickness of 0.25 pm (Lee Scientific, Salt Lake City, UT) was used for this study. The FID tem-

perature was maintained at 375 °C. Acetanilide and 4-chloroacetanilide both with boiling points

greater than 300 °C were purchased from Sigma Chemicals (St. Louis, MO). A mixture of 2

mg/mL of each component was prepared in pesticide grade methylene chloride (J. T. Baker,

Phillipsburg, NJ).
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All the experiments for both packed and capillary columns were carried out under

isoconfertic and isothermal conditions. The linear velocity was varied by using a different pulled

tapered restrictor in the case of packed column or by progressively cutting a frit restrictor in the

case of capillary column. The density ofthe mobile phase was varied at a constant temperature

of 60 °C from 0.5 g/mL to 0.85 g/mL. ldentical experiments were then repeated at three other

constant temperatures of 80 °C, 100 °C and 120 °C. Each injection was made in triplicate.

5.2.2 Calculation of efficiency

The most commonly used method for manual calculation from a chromatogram is that via

triangulation (e.g. peak width at half-height times the peak height). This method, however, does

not give very satisfactory results in case of tailing peaks‘5° The "height/area ratio" is one of

several methods suggested for measurement in this case. According to this method the effi-

ciency of the column can be calculated as followsz

~
= 21r(%)2t,€

where, N is the plate number of the column, h and A are the height and area of the peak, re-

spectively, and t„ is the uncorrected retention time of the analyte. Since this method also ac-

counts for peak tailing, a more realistic number for the total plate count of the column is

obtained. The height/area ratio and the retention time of the peak were obtained from the

integrator (Hewlett Packard 3390A) used for this experiment. The height equivalent to theore-

tical plate (HETP) was calculated as H = L/N where, L, the length ofthe column is in mm.
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5.3 Results and Discussion

Several points have guided us in this study. First, we wanted to employ as similar sta-

tionary phase (cyanopropyl) and column deactivation as possible with the same mobile (100%

CO,) phase. Second, analytes were desired which are highly polar and where the possibility of

a mixed separation mode (e.g. GC-like/LC-like) is not likely. Amides boiling above 300 °C

seemed to satisfy this requirement. Third, isobaric and isothermal separations were manda-

tory, even though peaks were sometimes broad and retention times lengthy. The commonly

used restrictor (tapered-packed, frit-capillary) with each column was utilized. Finally, we at-

tempted to employ column parameters which were falrly typical in each case.

The efflciency of each column was calculated at various linear velocities of the mobile

phase. A van Deemter plot of H vs linear velocity (p) was next obtained at each constant density

under various isothermal conditions. The nature of the van Deemter curves obtained, can be

rationalized and explained based on chromatographic theory. Hawkesm has introduced several

modiflcations to the original van Deemter equation

H = A + B/ u + C u

where A is the multipath effect term, B is the longitudinal diffusion term and C is the re-

sistance to mass transfer term. The multipath model indicates that a variety of multipaths must

spread out the molecules and increase H. Since this effect is caused by diffusion, this term is

flow- dependent and therefore can be included in the C term as follows :

H=%+(Cs+C„„,)u

where, C,is the resistance to mass transfer in the stationary phase and C,„ is the resistance to

mass transfer in the mobile phase.‘°°
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Figure 29 illustrates how each of these terms probably contributes to HETP. The Iongi-

tudinal diffusion term, B, is a function of the solute diffusivity in the mobile phase D„, and the

linear veloclty p as follows :

2 DB =lf

where y = obstruction factor. At fast mobile phase linear velocity, this term is not very signif-

icant since its contribution to HETP ls minimal.

The effect of an increase in density on the the contribution of the B term to HETP can be

explained as follows. As the density of the mobile phase increases at a fixed temperature, the

viscosity of the mobile phase also increases. Since the linear veloclty is directly proportional

to the density with a fixed restrictor, a higher linear veloclty is afforded at elevated densities.

The overall effect, therefore, of an increase in linear veloclty and a decrease in solute diffusivity

created by an increased density Ieads to a decreased HETP. Consequently, the B term contrib-

ution to HETP should diminish at elevated density.

The next term of the van Deemter equation is the C, term which can be expressed as

2
Cs = Q IJ

(k' + 1) L

q = constant, k' = capacity factor, d, = average stationary phase film thickness, DL = solute

diffusivity in the stationary phase. The resistance to mass transfer in the stationary phase, C,

is affected by solute retention, solute diffusivity in the stationary phase and film thickness of the

stationary phase. Assuming, there is no swelling of the stationary phase‘5° over the exper-

imental parameters utilized (denslty: 0.5 g/mL to 0.85 g/mL and temperature: 60 °C to 120 °C),

changes in d, and DL will be insignificant and their contribution to C, can be ignored. The im-

portant factor in addition to ii as far as the C, term is concerned is then the capacity factor. As

density increases, solute is retained less by the column and lower capacity factors are obtained.

The term
Ü

is directly proportional to k' for values k' < 1 while this term varies inversely
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with k' when k' > 1. This suggests that the contribution ofthe C, term to HETP will depend upon

whether the values of k' are less than or greater than 1. For most of the data obtained using

capillary columns, k' < 1 were achieved therefore, C, and hence HETP will decrease with an

increase in mobile phase density. For data obtained using a packed column,
k’>

1 were

achieved therefore, as the density increases, C, and HETP increase. Thus the C, term is affected

differently by increases in density for packed and capillary columns. It should, however, be

noted that regardless of the capacity factor value, the term
Ü

changes very little with

changes in k'. From this argument low density would be expected to enhance efticiency with

packed columns, whereas high density would favor increased efticiency with capillary columns.

ln our study with direct injection in both cases, this situation appeared to hold, vide infra. This

result is surprising since it contradicts earlier predictions.

The last term of the van Deemter equation, C,„ is the resistance to mass transfer in the

mobile phase and it is expressed as

cm
=f„(dä, d§, end)#

Dm

where dp = particle diameter of the column packing, d, = column internal diameter, D,„ =

solute diffusivity in the mobile phase, end = zone spreading in the injection system and in the

connecting tubing. The resistance to mass transfer in the mobile phase, C,„ is a function of both

particle diameter or column inner diameter and injection system zone spreading. The

compressibility factor and the solute diffusivity in the mobile phase also affect the efticiency of

the column. Under our experimental conditions (i.e. changes in linear velocity and density) all

terms except D,„ will be unimportant as far as their contribution to the C„, term is concerned.

D,„ should decrease as the density and the viscosity of the mobile phase increase. In addition,

the linear velocity should increase with an increase in density. This suggests that the contrib-

ution ofthe C„, term to HETP will increase at elevated densities. Thus, a higher column efticiency

can be expected at a lower density for both columns as far as the effect of the C,„ term on HETP

is concerned.
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Plots of HETP vs p for packed and capillary columns at a constant temperature of 100 °C

and various constant densities are shown in Figure 30. Five different linear velocities and six

densities were employed with the capillary column whereas, six linear velocities and six den-

sities were used for the packed column. The combined contribution of B, C, and C,„ terms

should determine the shape of the van Deemter curve. For a packed column faster operating

flow rates are employed therefore the contribution of the B term is believed to be insignificant

as compared to the C, and C„, terms, For both C, and C,„ terms, a higher efficiency is predicted

at a lower density. The van Deemter curves are shown for densities ranging from 0.5 g/mL to

0.75 g/mL. As the density increases, it is observed that HETP does in fact increase when the

temperature is maintained constant, Figure 30a. At a fixed lower density an increase in linear

velocity Ieads to practically no loss in column efficiency while at a fixed higher density, de-

creased packed column efficiency is found when linear velocity is increased.

For the capillary column, an exactly opposite effect of density on column efficiency is ob-

served. Surprisingly, this is contrary to what other researchers have found with less polar

analytes. An examination of Figure 30b reveals this to be the case for the six densities exam-

ined. Naturally with 5 um particles the packed column demonstrated a lower HETP than the

capillary column with 100 um inner diameter. The van Deemter plots at 60 °C, 80 °C and 120

°C (shown in the appendix) exhibit similar trends for both types of columns,

The effect of temperature on column efficiency under an isoconfertic (0,7 g/mL) condition

is shown in Figure 31. The shape of the curves can be explained based on similar arguments

as in the case of increasing density. increasing temperature increases solute diffusivity in the

mobile phase, thereby, causing the B term to increase and if dominate should result in lower

column efficiency. Our data suggest that this is the case for packed columns. The situation

appears to be reversed for the capillary column (i.e. the highest temperature yields the lowest

HETP). The differences in the way that column efficiency depends on both density at fixed
‘

temperature and on temperature at fixed density for the two columns was puzzling especially

since it goes against previous notions. Furtherthe minima seen in plots for the capillary are not

easily rationalized.
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Overloading of the capillary column with 200 ng of injected (100 nL injection volume)

amount was suspected to account for this anomaly and hence a study of the effect of injected

analyte mass on the column efficiency was performed as shown in Figure 32. Surprisingly, no

significant change was observed in the column efficiency at a fixed temperature of 100 °C and

a fixed density of 0.55 g/mL, when the injected amount of solute was increased from 12.5 ng to

200 ng with an injection volume of 100 nL (no split). It should be pointed out that at no time did

analyte peaks demonstrate features (fronting) that would suggest column overload. Zone

spreading in the injector was next thought to be significant and hence it cannot be neglected.

Based on theoretical calculations, a 100 nL solvent plug could cause a significant increase in

HETP. A similar study therefore of HETP vs injected amount using a 1:10 split ratio was per-

formed. The results showed that column efficiency significantly increased with column loading

when a more narrow solvent plug of about 10 nL was introduced onto the column. A plot of HETP

vs injected amount shows a continuous increase in HETP when the injected amount was in-

creased from 10 ng to 100 ng, Figure 32. At an injected amount of 100 ng, both split and splitless

injections offered comparable column efficiency.

From these results it became necessary to repeat the study of the effect of density and

temperature on column efficiency using a split injection technique. An intermediate linear ve-

Iocity from the van Deemter plots generated with splitless injections was chosen for this study

with a split ratio of 1:10. At four different temperatures the effect of density on column efficiency

was studied and the data (Table 5) were obtained with triplicate injections to calculate the col-

umn efficiency. At a fixed temperature, higher column efficiency was now achieved at a lower

density than ata higher density. Similar comparisons at two different temperatures showed that

at a fixed density, a higher column efficiency is achieved at a lower temperature than ata higher

temperature as indicated in Table 6. These data show trends similar to those observed in the

case of the packed column. Under the ideal situation, when the columns are not overloadedanda

smaller liquid plug is introduced on the column, both packed and capillary columns offer

higher efüciency at a lower density and at a lower temperature. At higher temperature and/or

higher density, peak tailing for these polar analytes was found to be greatly reduced which ul-

‘
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timately led to an increased column efficiency. However, at lower linear velocity and lower

density, there was no significant change in peak tailing. Also, overloading of the column and a

large liquid plug lead to increased peak widths, therebyincreasing HETP instead of further de-

creasing HETP even at lower linear velocities. Thus, this "faIse" increase in HETP observed at

lower linear velocity and lower density can be attributed to the direct injection technique em-

ployed. The minimum observed in the van Deemter plot for the capillary column therefore

should not be mistaken for the optimum linear velocity.

The effect of an increase in both density and temperature on the capacity factor of

4-chloroacetanilide retention was studied with direct injection technique. Figure 33 shows plots

of log k' vs increasing density for different temperatures. Since k' and density are related log-

arithmically, log k' plotted against density shows a linear relationship. At a fixed temperature,

retention decreases as density increases for both packed and capillary columns. At higher

density, the linear velocity of the mobile phase increases thereby eluting the solute faster from

the column. Also, at elevated density, the solute is more soluble in the mobile phase. At higher

temperatures and at fixed density, the linear velocity rises (t„ decreases) and the solubility of

the solute in the mobile phase increases thereby decreasing the capacity factor.'°° lt should be

remembered that all the data shown in each figure were generated with one restrictor at dif-

ferent densities and different temperatures. The statistical T-test was performed on these data.

lt was confirmed from these tests that each point was statistically different. The influence of

an increase in both density and temperature on solute retention is similar to the data obtained

previously by several workers.‘°'·‘°‘

Figure 34 illustrates how the resolution achieved on these columns is affected by changes

in density and temperature. As expected, the resolution which is defined as

(where, w, and w, are the peak widths at the base), decreases with an increase in temperature

at a fixed density and with an increase in density at a fixed temperature for both types of col-
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Table 5. Denslty effects on column efficiency with split Injectlon.

Temperature Density HETP
('c) (g/mL) (mm)

60 0.65 1.78
0.80 1.84

80 0.65 1.90
0.80 2.04

100 0.55 1.53
0.70 1.92

120 0.55 1.73
0.70 2.53
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Table 6. Tempereture effects on column efflclency wlth split lnlection.

Density
E

Temperature HETP
lg/mL) ('c) (mm)

0.65 60 1.78
80 1.90

0.80 60 1.84
80 2.04

0.55 100 1.53
120 1.73

0.70 100 1.92
120 2.53
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Figure 33. Plots of log k' vs density at different temperatures. (a) Packed column (b) Capillary
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umns. Again, with the help of T-test each point on these curves was shown to be statistically

different.

At elevated temperature and/or density, the solubility of both the solutes in the mobile

phase should increase. The faster elution of both the solutes decreases the difference in their

retention times. Also, at higher density and higher temperature the solute zone movement in

the mobile phase is faster due to higher linear velocity. At higher density, the viscosity ofthe

mobile phase increases which may also lead to the band broadening. Thus, decreased t„ and

increased peak widths lead to decreased resolution. Better resolution for both types of columns

can be achieved at both a lower temperature and a lower mobile phase density. This obser-

vation is supported by data obtained previousIy."’~‘“ lt is noteworthy that under the typical

chromatographic conditions employed in this study, resolution of these two analytes for these

two columns is very comparable when a direct injection technique was employed with capillary

columns. When a split injection technique was used, a similar trend as with direct injection was

observed. Resolution was seen to decrease with an increase in temperature and/or density.

But, the resolution achieved with split injection was substantially higher than that achieved with

direct injection. At elevated temperatures and densities, due to increased peak widths, a lower

resolution was obtained with direct injection. the narrow solute bands attained with split in-

jection gave a higher column efficiency. The column efficiency and the resolution achieved are

directly related and hence a higher resolution was achieved.

Based on the data obtained for both types of columns, several conclusions can be drawn.

The van Deemter plots generated at various densities and temperatures illustrate that packed

columns offer higher column efficiency at lower temperature and lower density while capillary

column appears to offer higher efficiency ata higher temperature and higher density when di-

rect injection is employed and the column is overloaded with the analyte. However, capillary

column shows the same trend as that of packed column when split injection is used to introduce

the sample onto the column. The plug of solvent introduced on the column affects the column

performance and hence the column efficiency. Direct injection is commonly not employed with

capillary columns; the adverse effects of the same are demonstrated here. The data comparing
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the split and the direct injection illustrate the deleterious effects of a larger solvent plug and

lncreased analyte loading on the column efficiency. The data and results presented here for

packed column are, however, in good agreement with _those obtained by Gere*5‘ and Mourier

et al.‘°‘ illustrating that at higher density, due to decreased capacity factors, packed columns

show a decreased column efüciency.

Fundamental studies of this kind provide an insight into the theoretical aspects of SFC and

could act as a guidellne to optimize experimental parameters to be chosen for the analysis of

polar compounds by SFC. However, one should be careful in selecting the operating conditions

for each type of column. Packed column appears to allow more experimental tlexibility while

with capillary column, exact optimum experimental parameters need to be employed to achieve

the maximum column efliciency. This type of study can be performed by taking different ap-

proaches. The experimental conditions could be changed for each type of column so as to

achieve the same capacity factor for a solute, as was assumed by Schwartz, and the compar-

isons be made. On the other hand, the experiments could be carried out employing exactly the

same parameters to study the column performance as was done in this case. Both retention

and resolution are seen to decrease at higher density and/or highertemperature. The efticiency

and hence the resolution are better for a capillary column when split injection as opposed to

direct injection is employed.
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6.0 Chapter 6 : Conclusion

The principal goal of this research work has been to develop SFC methods to analyze

polar compounds. Due to the favorable physical properties of the supercritical mobile phase,

SFC offers certain advantages over both GC and HPLC. SFC can be applied to the analysis of

polar, nonvolatile and thermally labile compounds of industrial interest. Both packed and

capillary columns have been used to separate model mixtures of polar compounds such as

steroids and agricultural compounds. On—line FT-IR detection can also be performed when 100%

CO2 is used as the mobile phase. Fundamental studies involving efticiency, retention and re-

solution were also performed to evaluate packed and capillary columns.

Chapter two covers several aspects of on—line FT-IR detection with both HPLC and SFC. lt

was demonstrated that the flow cell approach provides very low detection limits which are

comparable to the MS detection. An analytical scale column was used under HPLC and SFC

conditions for the analysis of steroids and it was observed that a higher efticiency was achieved

for the same column when liquid mobile phase was employed as opposed to a supercritical fluid

mobile phase. Comparisons of packed and capillary columns at different temperatures using _

pressure gradient for analysis of the same steroid mixture showed that the packed column of-

fers greater number of apparent theoretical plates per meter than the capillary column. Also,

the capillary column offered higher efticiency at a higher operating density while the packed
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column was more efficient at a lower density. The resolution achieved on both types of columns

was, however, quite comparable. The feasibility of elution of polar agricultural compounds such

as amides, sulfonamides and ureas with 100% CO2 was demonstrated in chapter three. The

on-line FT-IR detection provided the spectra with a very high signal to noise ratio. The major

peaks ofthe spectrum which correspond to different functional groups of the analyte, could be

used for positive identification and even for quantitation purposes. The use of analytical scale

column with modified CO2 mobile phase reduces the analysis time greatly and complete resol-

ution with sharp peaks is achieved.

The application of gradient mobile for analysis of polar and structurally related compounds

was described in chapter four. The increasing amount of polar modifier in the mobile phase

elutes very polar compounds from the column which would be difficult to achieve by using only

density gradient. Several triazines and triazole derivatives were separated on an analytical

scale column with a dual pump system. The flow, and hence the amount of methanol were

gradually increased in the mobile phase to afford the separation of a mixture of eight compo-

nents in less about six minutes. The higher fiow of CO2 was found to have no detrimental effect

on the separation, but on the other hand, it led to shorter analysis times. Also, at high pressure,

the subcritical conditions showed no major difference on the separation.

An attempt was made to compare packed and capillary columns under normal operating

conditions for both types of columns using polar and nonvolatile analytes in chapter five. The

packed and capillary columns were found to offer higher efticiency under different experimental

conditions. Higher temperature and higher density seemed to favor the capillary column while

the packed column was found to be more efficient at lower temperature and lower density. The

retention of the solute decreased at elevated temperature and at elevated density for both types

of columns. Comparable resolution was achieved on a shorter packed and a longer capillary

columns. When split injection technique was used with capillary column, the results regarding

the efticiency were identical to that of the packed column. Since the efüciency of a column is a

function of various experimental parameters, a more thorough and carefully designed study

needs to be performed to be able to compare the two types of columns.
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Appendix A.

This appendix presents the results obtained from the experiments similar to those de-

scribed in chapter tive with different experimental parameters. Several van Deemter plots were

generated at temperatures of 60 °C, 80 °C and 120 °C. The results achieved under isoconfertic

and isothermal conditions at all the studied temperatures are identical to those presented in

chapter tive. The van Deemter plots for packed and capillary columns exhibit the trends similar

to that at 100 °C as shown in Figure 35- Figure 37. Also, the plots of log
k’

vs density

(Figure 38- Figure 46) and resolution vs density ( Figure 47- Figure 55) show similar trends in

each case for both types of columns. The data presented here were generated with a splitless

injection technique using a different restrictor and hence a different linear velocity for each plot

for both types of columns. The data in ügures 38 and 47 were generated at the slowest linear

velocity for packed column. The linear velocity was progressively increased to achieve the data

presented in ne><t couple of plots; the data shown in figures 42 and 51 having generated at the

highest linear velocities. Similarly, the linear velocity was the slowest for data shown in tigures

43 and 52for capillary columns and the fastest for data in tigures 46 and 55.
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Flgura 35. van D••mt•r Plots at 60°c. (a) packed comm'-, (b) Capmary C°|Umn_
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Flgure 36. van Deemter Plots at 80'c. la) Packed column (b) Capillary column.
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Figure 37. van Deemter Plots at 120 'c. (a) Packed column lb) Capillary column.
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Figure 38. Plots ol log k' vs density - packed column
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Figure 39. Plots ol log k' vs density-packed column.
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Figure 40. Plots ol log k' vs density·packed column.
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Figure 41. Plots ol log k' vs density·packed column.
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Figure 42. Plots of log k' vs density~packed column.
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Figure 43. Plots of log k' vs density·capiIlary column.
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Figure 44. Plots ol log k' vs density-caplllary column.
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Flgure 45. Plots ol log k' vs denslty-capillary column.
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Figure 46. Plots of log k' vs density-caplllary column.
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Figure 47. Plots of Resolution vs density-packed column.
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Figure 48. Plots of Resolution vs density-packed column.
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Figure 49. Plots ol Resolution vs density-packed column.
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Figure 50. Plots ol Resolution vs density-packed column.
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Figure 51. Plots of Resolution vs denslty·packed column.
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Figure 52. Plots ol Resolution vs density-capillary column.
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Figure 53. Plots ol Resolution vs density·capillary column.
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Figure 54. Plots of Resolution vs density-capillary column.
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Figure 55. Plots ol Resolution vs denslty-capillary column.
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